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symbols

Isolating valve
IV

Drain off cock

PICV

Pressure independent control
valve (note this is different
from the symbol used in
previous BSRIA publications)

DOC

LSV

Pump

Lockshield valve
TP

DRV

OP

Double regulating valve

Fixed orifice flow measurement
device (orifice plate)

NRV

Pressure test point

Non-return valve

MV

Three-port control valve

Differential pressure
control valve
DPCV

MV

MV

Two-port control valve

Four-port control valve
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INTRODUCTION
This guide has been produced to help designers avoid problems with
the selection and application of control valves used in hydronic systems.
By way of background, BSRIA has been involved in a number of
investigations into the performance of one particular type of device
that is widely used in variable flow hydronic systems. These devices are
collectively referred to as Pressure Independent Control Valves (PICVs). It
became apparent that some issues occurred because there was no common
format for presenting the performance of PICVs or independent guidance
on their selection.
Working with an enthusiastic steering group of manufactures and others,
BSRIA researched and produced both a series of test methodologies
and a format for the standardisation of the presentation of results. This
is published as BTS 1/2012 Test Method for Pressure Independent Control
Valves[1]. Having a test standard is very useful to the industry but it is
equally important that, armed with useful performance data, the correct
selection processes are followed, so equipment choices are appropriate.
Working with many of the same manufacturers and others, BSRIA has
produced this guide, which effectively complements BTS 1/2012. As this
guide is used by practitioners, and as industry practices change or new
products emerge and become more prevalent, it may become necessary
to revise this guide. Therefore feedback from users, on any aspect of this
guide, would be very much appreciated.
For the purposes of this guide, a control valve is a valve which (governed
by an automatic control system) varies the flow of water through the pipe
or branch in which it is installed. The main valve types discussed in this
guide are summarised in Table 1.
This guide explains the selection and sizing of valves for the control of
heating or cooling outputs from terminal devices. The term terminal device
is used to denote any heating or cooling output device connected to a
heating or chilled water pipework system. Examples include radiators,
fan coil units, air handling units, chilled beams, trench heaters, plate heat
exchangers and calorifiers.
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MATCHING CONTROL VALVE TYPE TO TERMINAL DEVICE
Figure 1: Relationship between heat transfer and flow rate for forced convection
heating and sensible cooling terminal devices.
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For this type of terminal device (if recommended by the manufacturer)
some form of “modulating” control valve can be effective i.e. a valve that
varies the flow of water in order to vary the heating or cooling output
of the emitter. This might typically include a two-port valve, three-port
valve, four-port valve or pressure independent control valve (PICV).
However, to be effective, the valve must have the appropriate type of flow
characteristic and be sized with sufficient authority for the circuit in which it
is located. These concepts are explained in the following sections.
2.3

Water to

water heat
exchangers

Terminal devices that transfer heat from one flow of water to a different
flow of water separated by a thin metal wall do so principally by means of
conduction of heat through the separating wall. For this type of terminal
device the relationship between flow rate and heat transfer is close to
proportional i.e. for each change in flow rate on the input side of the heat
exchanger, there is a proportional change in heat transfer.
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ABBREVIATIONS
BMS
CFR
DRV
DPCV
OP
DRV
PICV
TRV

Building energy management system
Constant flow regulator
Double regulating valve
Differential pressure control valve
Orifice plate flow measurement device
Double regulating valve
Pressure independent control valve
Thermostatic radiator valve

For detailed explanation of valve functions, refer to Appendix A.
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1.1

SCOPE

1

Th
his application
n guide provides recomm
mendations on
n the design of
eneergy efficientt pumping syystems.
Th
he potential for
fo reducing pump
p
energyy consumptio
on is substanttial. The
USS Department of Energy estimates
e
thatt pumping acccounts for 20%
2 of
[1]
thee world’s eneergy use by ellectric motorrs . Europum
mp (a pan Eu
uropean
asso
ociation of pump manufaacturers) estim
mates that sysstems could be
b 30 to
50%
% more enerrgy efficient by
b careful consideration o
of componen
nts,
[2]
dessign and instaallation . Th
his guide show
ws some wayys in which this
effiiciency may be
b achieved.
Th
he recommen
ndations preseented here arre based on aanalyses of altternative
pippe sizing meth
hods, pipewo
ork layouts, valve
v
selectio
ons, pump co
ontrol
opttions and systtem control measures.
m
Seeparate researrch reports fo
or each
reccommendatio
on are also avvailable from BSRIA.
In building
b
servvices applicattions, heatingg and coolingg systems usu
ually
inccur the largest pumping lo
oads. This gu
uide thereforee focuses mainly on
theese applications. Cooling systems usuaally offer the best scope fo
or pump
eneergy savings due
d to the laarger flow rattes involved.
Mo
ost of the guiidance is applicable to both heating an
nd cooling
appplications. So
ome sections are written specifically
s
fo
or heating sysstems,
inccluding districct heating, because a lackk of regard fo
or pump enerrgy may
leadd to missed energy
e
savinggs elsewhere.. For examplle, excess flow
ws tend
to lower
l
system
m temperaturee differentialss, thereby reducing the
effeectiveness off some low caarbon emissio
on or renewaable energy heat
h
sou
urces.

1.2

GUIDE
STRUCTURE
E

Secction 2 proviides an execu
utive summarry of the maiin design
reccommendatio
ons. The reseearch process, its findings,, and conclussions are
expplained in Sections 3 to 6.
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